VerbanDrillstops are made specific for many different implant drills. The stops are specific for drill type and handpiece type.

For the Implant Direct Implant system the stops are available for the short and long drills. For the short drills they are available for 6-8-10 mm osteotomies and for the long drills they are available in 6-8-10-11.5-13mm osteotomies.

VerbanDrillstops are handpiece specific. Compatible with Nouvag Push Button, X-Cube Push Button, NSK SGM 20:1. Only long stops are available for the Nouvag Latch. Custom orders are available upon request.

Each stop is compatible with the 2.0 through 4.8 drill. An o-ring is required for the 2.0/2.3 drill.

The outside diameter of the stop is 5.27 mm. When used with CBCT generated surgical guides the recommended opening (internal diameter) of the guide should be between 5.3 and 5.5mm. The larger opening will provide direction of axis with no binding of the stop with the guide.

No need to look for markings, Concentrate on the axis. Gives the surgeon confidence. Stops can be used with surgical guide for added precision.
HOW TO USE YOUR VERBANDRILLSTOPS

1. Orient The Stop With The Large Opening First.

2. Slide Stop Over Drill From The Top Down.

3. No Set Screw Needed.

4. Insert Into Handpiece.

5. The VerbanDrillStop Is Ready For Use.

Your VerbanDrillStops come ready to use in a convenient storage case.